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Abstract
In a previous paper, we described a new generic method
for statistical testing of software procedures, according to
any given graphical description of the behavior of the system under test (control flow graph, statecharts, etc.). Its
main originality is that it combines results and tools from
combinatorics (random generation of combinatorial structures) with symbolic constraint solving, yielding a fully automatic test generation method. Instead of drawing input
values as with classical testing methods, uniform random
generation routines are used for drawing paths from the set
of possible execution paths or traces of the system under
test. Then a constraint solver is used for finding actual values for activating the generated paths.
In this paper, we present a first application of our method
to structural statistical testing, first defined by ThevenodFosse and Waeselynck (LAAS), and the tool we have developed. We also present the experiments (more than 10000 on
four functions from an industrial software) that we made in
order to assess our approach and its stability. They show
that our approach is comparable to the one of the LAAS, is
stable and has the additional advantage of being fully automated. Moreover, these first experiments show that the
method scales up well. The experiences gained from these
experiments are also described and we present some perspectives.

1 Introduction
Generally, software testing consists in selecting test data,
running the software and verifying that the outputs or the
observed behaviour are in conformity with what was expected. The different approaches to select test data fall in
three families: the structural (white-box) methods which select test data sets according to the code of the program, the
functional (black-box) methods which select test data sets

according to the specification of the system and the statistical methods which randomly select test data sets according
to a distribution, usually over the input domains. Classically, this distribution is uniform [2, 11, 19] but it can also
be derived from the operational profile of the environment
of the future system [18].
When the statistical testing methods can be automated,
they are used to draw large number of test data, allowing
more intensive test campaigns than structural or functional
testing methods. Unfortunately, some particular cases like
exception cases are not or poorly covered.
To improve this technique, Thévenod-Fosse and Waeselynck from LAAS (Toulouse, France) defined a new kind
of testing method which combines statistical methods with
structural [22] or functional methods [23]. Their method
provides a way to combine random testing and coverage requirements, in such a way that no element in a given set to
be covered will be seldom or never exercised during testing.
It is based on the construction of a probability distribution
on the input domain which, given a set of elements to cover
w. r. t. some coverage criterion, maximises the weakest
probability for an element to be activated by an execution.
For instance, structural statistical testing based on the “all
statements” coverage criterion leads to the construction of
an input distribution which avoids a too weak probability
for any statement to be exercised, even if this statement is
only used for a small subset of the input domain. Similarly,
“all branches”, “all paths”, or any other structural coverage
criterion can be used as a basis for structural statistical testing. Functional criteria, i.e. coverage criteria based on the
specification, can be used as well.
Inspired by their work, we proposed a new approach [16]
of structural statistical testing that we recently extended to
any statistical method [10] according to any graphical description of the behaviour of the system under test (control
flow graph, statecharts, etc.). Its main originality is that
it combines results and tools from combinatorics (random
generation of combinatorial structures) with symbolic constraint solving, yielding a fully automatic test generation

If EC denotes a finite set of paths of G, as for the criterion “all paths of length less or equal than n”, the test quality is maximal if the paths of EC are uniformly randomly
generated.
Otherwise, if EC is not described as a set of paths but
as a set of elements of G (nodes, edges, circuits, etc.), we
must maximise the minimal probability of covering any element of EC when drawing N tests something that is not
guaranteed by a uniform random generation of paths. The
generation of paths becomes more complicated and is made
in two steps:

method. Instead of drawing input values as with classical
testing methods, uniform random generation routines are
used for drawing paths from the set of possible execution
paths or traces of the system under test. Then a constraint
solver is used for finding actual values for activating the
generated paths.
In order to validate our approach, we developed the AuGuSTe tool and we performed many experiments with the
following objectives:
1. evaluate the fault detection power of our approach. We
compared for a set of programs the number of faults
found by our approach and by the LAAS method.

1. Randomly choose N elements e1 , ..., eN of EC
according to a distribution on the elements which
maximise the test quality. In [15], we propose three
different distributions on the elements: a uniform
distribution, a distribution based on the notion of
dominator in a graph [16] and a distribution based on
the resolution of a linear programming system which
allows to maximise the minimal probability of reach
an element [10]. Since the uniform distribution was
not satisfactory in practice, it was discarded for the
experiments.

2. evaluate the stability of the fault detection power. As
with all random methods, we need to be sure that our
results are not due to a lucky drawing but that they
stay similar from one experience to another.
3. check if the method scales up well. Many methods are
efficient on small programs but become impracticable
on real size programs.
This paper presents the experiences we performed to validate our approach. In a first section, we recall briefly our
approach, applied on structural statistical testing. The second section presents the AuGuSTe tool. Section 3 gives the
context (programs, number of tests, etc.) of our comparison. Then in Sections 4 and 5, we present our experimental
results. Finally, we conclude on these experiences and we
give some perspectives.

2. For each element ei drawn in 1, uniformly randomly
generate a path among all paths of G which pass
through ei .
In [24], the structural statistical method is different from
our approach, since it is based on the explicit construction
of a distribution on the input domain, either analytically,
or empirically. In our case, we draw paths before using
constraint-solving tools to produce the inputs. Of course,
this induces a distribution on the input domain. As this distribution is highly dependent on the implementation of the
constraint solver, it remains implicit. Therefore, the only
way to compare the two methods is by experimentally comparing their fault detection power.

2 Our structural statistical testing method
Classically, a program is associated with its control flow
graph [1]. From the control flow graph G of the program under test, our approach consists in generating paths
of G in order to cover a given criterion. Paths are generated by reusing tool for combinatorial structures: the
MuPAD-Combinat package. The Mupad-Combinat[25] of
MuPAD[20] includes the CS [3, 9] package which is devoted to counting and randomly generating combinatorial
structures, based on the general notion of “decomposable
structures” defined in [13].
Let C a structural coverage criterion, let EC a set of elements of G which satisfy C and let N the desired number
of tests. In the case of statistical testing, the satisfaction of
a coverage criteria C by a testing method is characterised
by the minimal probability qC,N of covering any element of
EC when drawing N tests. In [21], qC,N is called the test
quality of the method with respect to C.

2.2 From paths to input data
When a set of N paths is obtained, the next step consist
in deducing input data which allow to execute exactly these
paths when it is possible (some paths cannot correspond to
any run). For each path, the predicate characterising the
input data which cause the execution of this path, is built
and we try to solve it with constraint solving techniques.
Unfortunately, in the general case, the predicate resolution
is an undecidable problem.

3 The AuGuSTe tool

2.1 Paths generation
AuGuSTe is the tool we have developed for experimenting the method described in Section 2. Its modular architecture allows for an easy switch of the programming language

The first step consist in drawing a set of N paths of G
such as the test quality is maximal.
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of the programs to test, the constraint solver and the distribution on the elements to be used. Developed in Objective
Caml, it uses several extern packages in Java, Prolog or C
language.
AuGuSTe takes four input data: a program P to test,
a coverage criterion C, a number of tests N and a maximal length1 n of paths. Currently, the program P is written in a simple imperative language inspired from C and
Pascal. The basic constructions are sequential composition,
If...Then...Else construction (Else is optional), While loop
and For loop. The data types we consider are booleans,
integers, arrays of booleans and arrays of integers. The criterion C is chosen among “all paths of length ≤ n”, “all
branches” and “all statements”.
The outputs are the N paths with their corresponding test
data, a file containing the combinatorial structures and, possibly, another file containing the distribution on the nodes
(resp. edges).
AuGuSTe proceeds in three main steps: the analysis, the
paths generation and the resolution.

generated. If the criterion is “all statements” (resp. “all
branches”), N nodes (resp. edges) are randomly generated
according to the calculated distribution. Then for each node
(resp. edge) drawn, a path among all the paths of length
≤ n passing through this node (resp. edge) is randomly
generated.
The random generation of the elements is performed using the random function of Objective Caml. First, a partition of the interval [0; 1[ is done according to the set of the
elements probabilities. Then N float numbers are drawn
and the N elements are deduced from them. For example,
suppose we have two elements e1 and e2 with probabilities
p(e1 ) = 14 and p(e2 ) = 34 , if the drawn float number is between [0; 0.25[ then it is e1 that is chosen and if the drawn
float number is between [0.25; 1[ then it is e2 that is chosen.

3.3 The resolution step
This third step consists in first building the predicates
corresponding to each path then trying to resolve them.
Each path predicate, which is a conjunction of boolean
expressions, is translated into logical constraints and a constraint solving package is used to compute a solution of the
resulting constraint system. This package is borrowed from
the GATeL tool [17] which automates test sequences generation from LUSTRE descriptions.
The constraint solver is built over finite domain libraries
and coroutining mechanisms provided by the ECLi PSe
environment [12]. Boolean variables take values inside
the boolean domain, boolean operations are handled by
symbolic simplifications and unification, integer variables
take values inside unions of integer intervals (bounded
by “minInt” and “maxInt”), and arithmetic operations and
comparisons are handled by reductions of interval domains
and unification.
When the resolution of all the predicates is completed,
the predicates are sorted in three categories according to
their results:

3.1 The analysis step
This first step consists in building the control flow graph
G of the program P .
If C is “all paths of length ≤ n” then a representation of
all paths of G is built. This set can be easily translated into
a combinatorial structure. The restriction on the length of
paths is done with a parameter of the generation function of
MuPAD-Combinat. One of our Objective Caml package is
devoted to translating a graph to a corresponding combinatorial structure.
If C is “all statements” (resp. “all branches”) then a distribution on the nodes (resp. edges) is built and for each
node (resp. edge), the representation of all paths of G passing through this node (resp. edge) is built. The distribution
on the nodes (resp. edges) can be calculated by the method
based on dominators or by the method based on the resolution of a linear programming system evoked in Section 2.
For the distribution based on the resolution of a linear
programming system, additional constructions are necessary: we have to know for each element ei how many paths
go through ei and for each couple of elements (ei , ej ) how
many paths go through both ei and ej . Finally, the linear
programming system is solved by an optimisation function
using a simplex algorithm of MuPAD.

1. The predicate is found to be satisfiable: it is the easiest
case. Each solution is a test data for executing the
associated path.
2. The predicate is found to be unsatisfiable (the resolution fails): the associated path is proved unfeasible.
3. The other predicates: we do not know if they have or
not a solution. To provide solutions in a bounded and
reasonable time, the resolution is limited by a number
of backtracks and by the time per attempt. When these
bounds have been reached without finding a solution,
the predicate resolution is aborted. In our experiments,
this represents less than 1% of a set of 1016 paths.

3.2 The paths generation step
This second step consists in randomly generating paths
in one or two steps. If the criterion is “all paths of length
≤ n” then N paths of length ≤ n are uniformly randomly
1 The

The AuGuSTe tool draws a new path each time a predicate
falls in one of the last two categories, until N test data are

choice of a right n will be evoked in Sections 5 and 6.
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generated. For this step, two strategies are possible. For a
given path, the first one consists in going back to the step
of drawing elements while the other one consists in recovering the element ei associated with the path. Then, in both
cases, we draw a path among all paths going through the
element. Both solutions are implemented in AuGuSTe but
the experiments were done with the first one.
Contrarily to classical constraint solvers, our solver uses
randomised resolution i.e. variables are randomly instantiated [16]. This kind of resolution is a feature with two
advantages. First, when a same path is generated several
times, we can have different input data to execute this path,
something really important in software testing. Second,
whenever the resolution of a predicate aborts, if this predicate has indeed a solution, there are more chance that this
solution will be obtained in a following attempt if the same
path is generated again.

or produces bad memory references, whose handling differ
widely between environments. This will be the case in our
experiments.
The second weakness of mutation testing is the high
number of mutants. Indeed, we need to build a mutant for
each operation, each variable, each type, etc. Rapidly, we
obtain an impracticable number of mutants for a program.
Mutants must be chosen in an intelligent way. Some tools
like Mothra [6] or SESAME [4] automatically generate a
mutants set of a program.
A test data set, and by extension the method which created this set, is evaluated by measuring the proportion of
non equivalent mutants which are killed. This proportion is
called the mutation score [26, 5]. It is a number between 0
and 1: a high mutation score indicates that the test data set
is very efficient.

4.2 Programs and mutants

4 Our experiments
The experiments were performed to validate our approach: evaluate its fault detection power, its stability and
check if it scales up well. As we wrote in Section 2, the only
way to compare our approach and the method of the LAAS
is by experiments on their fault detection power: we have to
perform the same experiments as in [26]. We exploited the
mutants and programs, Thévenod-Fosse, Waeselynck and
Crouzet used to evaluate structural statistical testing method
[24]. Thanks to them, it was possible to reuse the same sets
of mutants and to replay almost the same set of experiments.
For more details, we refer to [26, 24].
The experiments were performed on four C functions
(FCT1, FCT2, FCT3 and FCT4) from an industrial software. Table 1 presents the profile of each function i.e. its
number of code lines, and the number of paths, of blocs, of
edges and of choice points (While, IfThen, IfThenElse) in its
control flow graph.

In this section, we recall the principles of mutation testing. Then, we present the context (programs, mutants, coverage criteria, number of tests) of our experiments.

4.1 Mutation testing
Classically, mutation testing is used as a selection
method [8], but it can be also used to evaluate the efficiency
of dynamic testing generation methods [14]. It is a method
of fault injection which consists in creating mutants of the
program under test, i.e. clones of the program in which only
one elementary error is introduced [7]. Given a test data set,
each mutant is executed on the test data set and there are two
possible cases:
1. On at least one test data the program and the mutant
have different outputs. The mutant is said to be killed
by the test data set.

FCT1
FCT2
FCT3
FCT4

2. For each test data, the program and the mutant have
exactly the same outputs. The test data set is said to
fail to kill the mutant.
In the last case, we need to determine if the mutant is an
equivalent mutant or not. An equivalent mutant is a mutant
for which no test data can distinguish the mutant from the
original program. The equivalence of two programs being
an undecidable problem, the determination of the equivalence is made by hand.
In some cases, the equivalence of some mutants can depend on the environment (operating system, compiler or
versions of a compiler). Their equivalence can change between two different execution environments or even between two executions in a same environment. A particular case is when the program uses non-initialised variables

]lines
30
43
135
77

]paths
17
9
33
∞

]blocs
14
12
19
19

]edges
24
20
41
41

]choice pts
5
4
12
10

Table 1 : The four functions under test

For FCT1, FCT2 et FCT3, the strongest structural criterion, i.e. “all paths”, was performed because all these functions have a finite number of paths. Since FCT4 contains a
loop, the weaker criterion “all branches” was chosen.
The number of tests needed for each function was calculated in order to obtain a test quality of 0.9999. Only one set
of tests was performed on the simple functions FCT1 and
FCT2. More sets were done for FCT3 and FCT4 because
4

runs and particularly of the order in which the tests are executed. Whatever the testing method, to find all errors in a
program, which is strongly “environment dependent”, is not
an easy task because the exact behaviour of the program is
not defined. Indeed, its behaviour is not predictable for each
test data set, and worse, we cannot guarantee that this behaviour stays stable if the program is executed several times
on the same test data set. Note that this kind of problem can
be detected before any dynamic test by a static data flow
analysis.
That is why all test data sets have neither the perfect mutation score nor the same mutation score. As we do not
have the same environment as the LAAS, it is impossible to
know if they would obtain again perfect mutation scores in
our environment.
Note that if all variables are initialised, then all our test
data sets have a perfect mutation score.

FCT3 is strongly dependent of the environment (some variables in the program are not initialised) and FCT4 contains
a loop. This challenges the stability of the methods.
Table 2 summarises the number of runs performed for
each function.
FCT1
FCT2
FCT3
FCT4

criterion
all paths
all paths
all paths
all branches

]sequence
1
1
5
5

]tests N per sequence
170
80
405
850

Table 2 : Number of tests

The experiments were performed on 2914 mutants obtained with SESAME. For each function, the number of
mutants is different according to the code complexity and
the length: there are 279 mutants of FCT1, 563 of FCT2,
1467 of FCT3 and 605 of FCT4. There are three kinds of
mutation: constant mutation, operator mutation and symbol
mutation.

6 The particular case of FCT4
FCT4 is the most interesting function. Indeed, it is the
only one which has a loop and therefore an infinity of paths.
It brings some problems that lead to several experiments and
improvements of AuGuSTe.
First, we present the properties of this function, then
we present the different experiments and the results we obtained.

5 Experiments on FCT1, FCT2 and FCT3
Our tool needs to determine an upper bound of the paths
length. As FCT1, FCT2 and FCT3 have a finite paths set,
this bound correspond to the longest path length of the control flow graph. Hence, for FCT1 and FCT3 we consider
“all paths of length ≤ 16” and for FCT2 we consider “all
paths of length ≤ 14”.
Table 3 gives the results for these three functions by the
reference method [26] and by our tool.

FCT1

FCT2

FCT3

6.1 Properties of FCT4
The code of FCT4 is divided in two parts:
• A conditional instruction which sets the variable
NB VOIES at the value 18 or 19;

mutation score
[26]
AuGuSTe
min=1 min=1
ave=1
ave=1
max=1 max=1
min=1 min=1
ave=1
ave=1
max=1 max=1
min=1 min=0.9951
ave=1
ave=0.9989
max=1 max=1

• A loop with NUM VOIES<NB VOIES as loop condition. The variable NUM VOIES is initialised to 0 and
incremented by 1 at each iteration.
A path which does not exactly perform 18 or 19 iterations
is unfeasible.
Moreover, the loop has another particularity: it
contains a IfThenElse instruction with the condition
SE VOIE EN TEST=TRUE, where SE VOIE EN TEST is
an input variable that never changes during an execution.
This conditional instruction is a source of many unfeasible
paths too.
Note that all these characteristics can be found again
with a suitable static code analysis.
As previously, we must determine an upper bound for the
length of paths that allows to randomly generate all elementary paths without covering unnecessarily too many paths.

Table 3 : Experimental results for FCT1, FCT2 and FCT3

For FCT1 and FCT2, which are simple functions, we obtain exactly the same perfect mutation score as the reference
method: all non equivalent mutants are killed.
For FCT3, the presence of non initialised variables are
accountable for the great environmental dependence of the
5

of length ≤ 234 which pass 18 or 19 times through the loop
could be randomly generated. That represents 1020 paths.
For the two distributions evoked in Section 2.1, the minimal probability to reach an edge is 21 . Unfortunately, all test
data sets which were generated did not cover the criterion
“all branches”.
The number of unfeasible paths and their distribution are
the cause. Over the 4 232 437 paths drawn during an experience, 4 231 587 were unfeasible: that represents still around
99,98% unfeasible paths. Moreover, the probability to draw
a feasible path reaching edge e10 is much greater than the
probability to draw a feasible path reaching edge e26. This
high proportion of unfeasible paths is a major problem for
this case. One of the sources of these unfeasible paths is
identifiable by static analysis: it is the condition instruction
with the predicate constant value.

INIT

NB_VOIES=18

NUM_VOIE
< NB_VOIES

e26
ELSE

NB_VOIES=19

SE_VOIE_EN_TEST=TRUE

EXIT

e10

THEN

Figure 1 : Control flow graph of FCT4

6.2 Selection of n

6.3.2 Optimisation of the combinatorial structure
To reduce still further the number of unfeasible paths, we
have virtually transformed the control flow graph into another one when translating FCT4 into a combinatorial structure. This transformation is similar to moving constant
computation out of loop in compiler optimisation[1].
Figure 2 shows the associated graphical description.
Note that we changed the translation into a combinatorial
structure, not the program itself!

First, we have to select the upper bound for the length of
paths of the control flow graph of FCT4 (see Figure 1). A
constraint on this length is that we have to be able to draw
all paths performing 18 or 19 iterations. To calculate the
upper bound, we need three values:
• l1 = 5: length of the longest elementary2 path from
INIT (the root of the control flow graph) to the loop;
• l2 = 12: length of the longest elementary paths inside
the loop;

e45
NUM_VOIE
< NB_VOIES

NB_VOIES=18

ELSE

e38

INIT

e4

The upper bound for the length of paths is 5 + 12 × 19 + 1
i.e. n = 234. Our aim is therefore to find five sets of 850
test data that cover “all branches” in randomly generating
paths of length less or equal to 234.

EXIT

SE_VOIE_EN_TEST=TRUE

e2

e27

THEN

e25

NB_VOIES=19
NUM_VOIE
< NB_VOIES

e22
e14

e19

e11

6.3 Experiments and results
When building the combinatorial structure associated
with the control flow graph, we can either ignore the characteristics of the program, or try to reflect them in the combinatorial structure. First, we chose to ignore them but as we
will see that was not a good choice in this example. Indeed,
that represents more than 1030 paths of length ≤ 234 with
more than 99,98% of unfeasible paths. As we soon learned,
it was unrealistic.

Figure 2 : The new virtual control flow graph of FCT4

The experiments prove this modification to be very interesting: both the number of paths and the number of unfeasible paths decrease. There remains 1016 paths of length
≤ 234 with now only 50% unfeasible paths.
For AuGuSTe with the distribution based on dominators,
AuGuSTe(1), the minimal probability to reach an edge is
0.3324 and the distribution on the edges was:

 πe2 = πe4 = πe11 = πe14 = πe17 = πe22 = 0.8333
πe25 = πe27 = πe38 = πe39 = πe42 = πe45 = 0.8333

and πx = 0 for all other edges

6.3.1 Specifying the number of loop iterations to
the combinatorial structures To reduce the number of
paths, we added the knowledge about the number of loop iterations to the combinatorial structure. Then only the paths
2 An

e42
e39

• l3 = 1: length of the longest elementary path from the
loop to EXIT.

elementary path is a path which pass at most one time by an edge.
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As the criterion “all branches” was not always covered, we
analysed the generated paths. We discovered that 4 test data
sets do not contain any feasible path passing through the
Else branch of the instruction IfThenElse with the predicate
SE VOIE EN TEST=TRUE. The fifth test data set has only
one such path.
In fact, the numbers of paths passing through the Else
branch and the Then branch are still too much dissymmetrical:

to any constraint solver (compatible with the semantic of
the graph), to any paths generator and to any static analysis
package which translates a program into a graph. Moreover,
to our knowledge, it is the first tool for structural statistical
testing.
The experiments show that our approach is comparable
to the one of LAAS, is stable and has the additional advantage of being completely automated. The functions used for
these experiments are characteristic of realistic unit functions: if we unfold the code of FCT4 according the loop
iteration property, we obtain a function of 290 code lines.
Contrarily to classical approaches, based on a distribution
on the input domain, which have no problem with unfeasible paths but have problems of coverage, the hard point
of our approach is the unfeasible paths. The ratio of unfeasible paths probably matters more than the length of the
code or other structural complexity measures. FCT4 with
its 99,98% of unfeasible paths was rather challenging in that
respect. This lets us think that the method scales up well.
More generally, this approach could provide a basis for
a new class of tools in the domain of software testing, combining random generation of combinatorial structures, linear programming techniques, and constraint solvers.
Different perspectives are open: some are directly linked
to the approach but we do not discuss about them here (see
[10]). The others are optimisation and extension of the tool.
The analysis step (construction of the combinatorial
structure and counting the number of paths) is very costly,
particularly for calculating the distribution based on a linear programming system. Currently, it takes 15 minutes for
FCT4. It can be improved by avoiding unnecessary constructions and optimising combinatorial structures. We are
working in this direction.
The test generation time (drawing paths and solving
predicates) takes two hours for generating 850 feasible
paths of FCT4 among 1016 paths with 50% unfeasible
paths. Solving predicates is more expensive than drawing
paths. But the presence of unfeasible paths is still expensive because we loose time to try solving unfeasible paths
and to repeat paths generation step and resolution step.
Unfeasible paths have also effects on the distribution[10]
as we saw in Section 6. To limit their number, a static
analysis could be done when it is necessary (many paths,
presence of loops) or/and it could take into account some
annotations of the programmer in order to obtain an elaborated combinatorial structure closed to the semantic or operational profile of the program.
We might also use grammatical inference to learn from a
set of generated paths, that we know to be feasible, unfeasible or indeterminate, some properties like “all paths passing
three times in the loop are unfeasible” then use that information to improve again the combinatorial structure.
Some works are also going towards an human interaction

• 687 × 109 paths pass through the branch where the
predicate SE VOIE EN TEST=TRUE is false
• 1015 paths pass through the branch where the predicate
SE VOIE EN TEST=TRUE is true
The distribution on the edges does not restore the balance.
For AuGuSTe with the distribution based on the linear
programming system, AuGuSTe(2), the minimal probability to reach a edge is 0.4923 and the distribution on the
edges was:

 πe11 = πe14 = πe17 = πe22 = πe25 = πe27 = 0.0844
πe38 = πe39 = πe42 = πe45 = 0.1235

and πx = 0 for all edges
The results are better than with AuGuSTe(1) and this time,
the criterion “all branches” is always covered. By giving higher probabilities to the edges of the small loop (i.e.
where there are less paths), the balance is restored.

FCT4

[26]
min=0.9898
ave=0.9901
max=0.9915

mutation score
AuGuSTe (1)
min=0.9726
ave=0.9773
max=0.9854

AuGuSTe (2)
min=0.9854
ave=0.9854
max=0.9854

Table 4 : Experimental results for FCT4

Table 4 presents the results obtained with AuGuSTe and
with the reference method of the LAAS. We can see that all
results are comparable to the ones of the LAAS up to the
slight difference in mutants equivalence. But AuGuSTe(1)
and AuGuSTe(2) are automatically obtained.

7 Conclusion and Perspectives
This paper presents the AuGuSTe tool which implements
an application to structural statistical testing of the generic
statistical testing method proposed in [10] and our first experiments results.
The originality of this tool is based on random generation
of combinatorial structure techniques to draw paths, on randomised constraint solver to solve the predicate, but also on
its modularity. Indeed, the AuGuSTe tool can be adapted
7

where the user will directly select a set of nodes or edges
and describe his own criterion, or adjust the translation into
a combinatorial structure as we have shown with FCT4 by
unfolding some part.
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